BLENDING MOBILITY
Initiatives

Added Value to Students
- Motivation
- Digital skills
- International Experience
- Friendship
- Inclusion
- Language Skills
- Internationalisation
- Building confidence
- International Thinking

Added Value to the Institutions
- Competitiveness
- Professional Development
- Motivation and Engagement of Teachers
- International Strategy
- Networking/New way of collaborating
- Adjustment to Future Needs
- Innovation
- Attractiveness of VET Schools/Motivation of Students
- Increase employability
- Peer Support of Teachers
- Internationalisation (increase)
- Involve more students/staff
- Sustainability/environmentally friendly
- Re-skilling and up skilling of all stakeholders
- Methodologies
- Platforms
- Preparing s global citizens
- Open Mindedness
- Global curriculum

Key Players in BM
- Directors/Managers
- Students
- Teachers
- Head of Departments
- Mobility Coordinators
- International Coordinator
- Educational team
- Language Teachers
- Project Managers
- Erasmus Coordinators

Planning phase: what should be accounted for
- Resources: Funding; (friendly)
- IT/Digital platforms; Digital badge certification
- Motivation and engagement strategies of Leaders, Teachers and Students
- Step-by-step plan (what and how to do it)
- Attractive materials for Students
- Time-management
- Credit System - ECVET
- Finding engaged and experienced partners who share mutual interests
- Focus and decision-making

Implementation phase: what to take into consideration
- Friendly and motivating approach to teachers
- Motivate teachers
- Courage to invest in new ideas
- Work with experienced partners
- Start by connecting teachers first

Evaluation phase
- Digital badge certification
- Credit System: ECVET
- Share successes and successes

EfVET
European Forum of Technical and Vocational Education and Training
Generating ideas
Participants at the workshop shared their ideas with us. Have a look at the below and do not hesitate reaching out to them in case you would like to explore further.

**Building and construction and design thinking**
For more details reach out to:
Lene Sandholdt
EUC Syd
lbs@eucsyd.dk

**Organising a studytrip for each other (making an interesting programme), project about culture tourism, project with students who have re-orientation on the study choice, and open for other ideas**
For more details reach out to:
Odyle de Roos
MBO Amersfoort
oess@mboamersfoort.nl

**Creating a co-teaching online network to share best practices and methodologies**
For more details reach out to:
Tanja Halttunen
Axxell Utbildning Ab
tanja.halttunen@axxell.fi

**Sharing knowledge about 3D printing and creating parts in cooperation with other schools. We are open to other kind of cooperation. Webpage: www.tolosidea.com**
For more details reach out to:
Juan Luis Nazabal
CIFP TOLOSALDEA LHII
jlnazabal@tolosidea.com

**Create a training methodology on how to implement blended & virtual mobilities. This training could be addressed at both educational staff and mobility coordinators/providers/managers as well as at companies especially those managing already trainings for their employees and need to get digital. It might also be important to create an extra value by involving to the consortium a standardization organisation like ISO, which can give to this methodology the chance to offer credits once the training finalised**
For more details reach out to:
Niki Kladi
C.O.P.A.E. IIIS
nikijkladi91@gmail.com

**Low threshold whatsapp groups with partner schools, for students to share info on a weekly basis. Info like personal presentation, school presentation, curriculum, culture in the country, etc.**
For more details reach out to:
Carolien Laeijendecker
Graafschap College
claiejendecker@graafschapcollege.nl

**Blended mobility involved VET audiovisual and graphic students practices. It is a great opportunity for students and teachers**
For more information reach out to:
Raúl Martínez Ramón
IES PUERTA BONITA
raulmartinez@iespuertabonita.com

**Collaboration on Sustainable Development goals - at least two schools should participate. Use eTwinning as the platform for the project results and let students interact on WhatsApp or any other device that is accessible for them during the process**
For more details reach out to:
Malene Olsgaard
Zealand Business College (ZBC)
ols@zbc.dk

**Online preparation sessions for the teachers, where int. coordinators are mediators; start small**
For more details reach out to:
Roxana Dam
EUC Syd
rfd@eucsyd.dk

**Foreign Friends model (already launched) for blended mobilities. International coordinator has a lot of friends all over the Europe and now it is time to make more new friendships between teachers and students also.**
For more details reach out to:
Heidi Jokinen
KPEDU
heidi.jokinen@kpedu.fi
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